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Biography 

As a clinical psychologist, Andrew Fuller started working in psychiatric crisis teams with people who 
were at their last hopes and that inspired him to create with people futures they can fall in love with. 
His work with over 3,500 schools and with more than 500,000 young people has identified the 
concept of The Resilient Mindset and also the three main components of resilience- connect, protect 
and respect (CPR). 
 
Andrew’s work developed our understanding of resilience.  As Andrew describes, resilience is "the 
happy knack of being able to bungy jump through the pitfalls of life - to rise above adversity and 
obstacles."  
 
Andrew is an Honorary Fellow at the University of Melbourne and has been a scientific consultant 
for the ABC. He is an ambassador for Adolescent Success, the Lion’s Club Alcohol and Drug 
Awareness Foundation and Mind Matters. He has also been a principal consultant to the Dept. 
Education Bully Stoppers initiative and the national drug prevention strategy REDI, and is a regular 
presenter on Radio National. 
 

Andrew’s research on neuro-developmental differentiation takes the research on resilience and 
positive education back into the classroom where it can make the most difference. 
 
Andrew’s most recent books include ‘The A-Z of Feelings’, Differentiation’ “The Revolutionary Art of 
Changing Your Heart”, “Your Best Life at Any Age” and “Neuro-developmental Differentiation”. 



Andrew is also the author of “Unlocking Your Child’s Genius” published in 10 languages, TRICKY KIDS 
in 20 languages, Tricky Teens, TRICKY PEOPLE, GUERILLA TACTICS FOR TEACHERS, THE BRAIN BASED 
LEARNING e-MANUAL and BEATING BULLIES.  
 
His website, www.mylearningstrengths.com enables people to complete a free assessment of their 
learning strengths. Andrew has established programs for neuroscience and education and the 
promotion of mental health in schools, substance abuse prevention, and the reduction of violence 
and bullying, suicide prevention programs and for assisting homeless young people.  Andrew 
continues to counsel people.  
 
More information can be obtained on www.andrewfuller.com.au and at 
www.mylearningstrengths.com. 
 
 
Abstracts 
The A-Z of Feelings 
Effective work as a psychologist requires a deep insight and understanding of our own feelings as 
well as those of others. 
 
Based on Andrew’s new book of the same title this presentation combines mythology, literature, 
neuroscience and poetry to help us better understand feelings.  
 
 
Helping Teens through troubled and tricky times 
What a world to grow up in! The impact of home, school and online worlds all crash into the 
awareness and identity teenagers and each of these create conflicting forces that can confuse even 
the most settled kids. The dividing line between mental health and mental illness is becoming 
blurred. Identities and orientations are less clear. 
 
This presentation looks at ways to engage teens and to travel beside them as they unravel the 
complexities of a confusing world. 
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